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SAFETY NOT RETURN VALVES  

NRV COMBO Ø100÷700 ATEX CERTIFIED (EN 16447) 
 
 
 
 
Safety not return valves are a passive protection 
system ATEX CERTIFIED EN 16447 against the 
propagation of explosion in suction lines. They 
are the sure solution to isolate the 
environments in case of explosion in the suction 
plants stopping the explosive effect in the 
suction line. They are produced in carbon steel 
painted standard RAL 3020 or stainless steel AISI 
304 or AISI 316, welded in all the unions and the 
structure is reinforced to withstand high pressures. Our 
standard production is equipped with flanges and 
counterflanges compatible with DIN 24154-R1 except 
for Ø350, 550, 650, 700 and with locking mechanism. 
The gasket assures the sealing in closed position. 
Equipped with supporting slots for Ø350÷700.  
 
TECHNICAL DATA:  
Pipe asset: Horizontal Working temperature: from -20°C 
to +60°C Process flux: pull flow Dust type: not metallic 
Minimum applicable volume: see table (Vmin) ATEX 
class: 3 - kst = 325 bar*m/s Pred, max: see table Pmax: 
9,5 bar MIE: 10÷30 mJ MIT: 400 °C Maximum air speed: 
30 m/s Minimum and maximum installation distance: 
Lmin = 3m / Lmax = 5m with or without bend  
 
ACCESSORIES ON DEMAND:  
Microswitch for closed position Capacitive sensor for 
dust deposit detection Siliconcel gasket Pneumatic 
cleaning system Pneumatic rearm for anti-opening lock 
(standard for Ø450÷700) 
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MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SNR AND NRV COMBO  

 
DESCRIPTION SNR and NRV COMBO: 
Explosion isolation Flap Valves SNR and NRV COMBO are ATEX certified EN 16447 and NFPA compliant. They have to be installed only 
in pull flow and with not metallic dusts. 
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